MOUTIN FACTORY QUINTET

Moutin Factory Quintet

François Moutin - contrebasse – composition
Louis Moutin - batterie - composition
Jean-Michel Pilc – piano
Manu Codjia – guitare
Christophe Monniot - saxophone
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“… this new ensemble - the Moutin Factory Quintet – manages to sound ageless and sublimely
vital.
Scott Albin – JazzTimes – February 2014

“If the Moutin Factory Quintet had played with any more enthusiasm, Friday night at the Green
Mill Jazz Club, the pillar holding up the ceiling might not still be standing. But we’re not talking
about mere volume.”
Howard Reich – Chicago Tribune – June 2014

“… the pairing of the Moutins: It’s difficult to imagine an unrewarding group with these two
underneath. They’re so good together, in fact, that they don’t need anyone else.
Brad Farberman – JazzTimes – May 2014

“ the Parisian powerhouse of brothers Francois and Louis Moutin’s group has quickly
established itself as one of the most creative new bands of the decade”
Jennifer Odell – Downbeat – November 2010

“Over a few short years and a handful of albums, the Moutin Reunion Quartet have established
themselves as one of the best working bands in Jazz history.”
Michael G. Nastos - All Music Guide - April 2010

“The vibrant Moutin Reunion Quartet has delivered fiery album after fiery album since its 2002
debuts and continues on an upward trajectory”
John Kelmann - All About Jazz - March 2010

“Francois Moutin is one of the giants of Jazz European Division.”
Michael J. West - Washington City Paper - April 2010

“Louis Moutin, with his hunchback drumming style and limitless chops, is a spectacular rhythm
machine and should be heralded as the second coming of Elvin Jones.”
Michael G. Nastos - All Music Guide - April 2010

“Perhaps most striking and innovative about this group are the roles of the brothers…”
Carolyn Heneghan - Where Y’at - May 2010

“Together the CD and DVD of Sharp Turns find the Moutin Reunion Quartet at the top of its
game, a group where everyone stands out without ever sacrificing its all-important group
sound”.
John Kelmann - All About Jazz –Jan 2008

“The Moutin Reunion Quartet has so much to offer, and is definitely worth seeing live.”
George Harris - All About Jazz LA - Dec 2007

“François and Louis Moutin play with infinite nuance in subtle modern jazz collective in this new
Sharp Turns CD and accompanying DVD (…) a message of touch, a message of love.”
Dick Crockett – Bop n’ Dicks – Dec 2007

“this powerful group should always be on everyone’s priority list when they are in town”
Gilles Laheurte – JazzImprov

“the constant feeling of musical togetherness, of players deeply in touch with each others,
brought everything vividly to life (…) at 44, they have transformed their brotherly into an
extraordinary and admirable creative partnership”.
Don Heckmann - LA Times.

“It would be hard to find two musicians more in sync than the twins”
Ted Panken - Downbeat

“The intensely powerful quartet played with the kind of total engagement that grabbed the
audience from the first note (…) this will undoubtedly be one of those shows that everybody’s
raving about long after the festival has ended”
John Kelman – AAJ

“Rarely have I heard and seen a group whose performance was so absolutely exhilarating as
the latest incarnation of the Moutin Reunion Quartet”
Ed Trefzger – Jazzweek

“The group consistently shows instrumental confidence (François’ bass prowess is a marvel in
itself) and a unified approach rare even among groups with all its members residing in the same
postal code…”
Ashley Kahn – Jazz Times

“Many things—besides the exciting, inventive way they combine straight ahead and a sort of
“neo-fusion’’ jazz — make the Moutin Reunion Quartet a distinctive ensemble (…) Their music
is high-energy, free-wheeling, yet also lyrical, and terrifically interactive”.
Bob Protzman – Erie Times News
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Deep. So very, very, deep. Rarely does a single four-letter word so eloquently and
accurately capture the spirit of an album. Everything from the grooves to the
compositions to the thought content embedded in each musician's statements can be
summed up by that simple-yet-complex title.
The Moutin brothers—bassist Francois and drummer Louis—formed the Moutin Factory
Quintet back in 2013, expanding on their already established musical ties while giving
further credence to the notion that twins share a special bond and language. The
band's debut—Lucky People (Plus Loin, 2013)—was engaging, full of strong work and
showing great potential; Deep is that potential fulfilled. Everything is in its right place
here. Sparks fly and instruments alternately sting and sigh, as swift action figures into
this exquisitely-shaped work of thinking men without ever overextending its influence.
The pieces that tend to carry the day in this set are not the most driven. Instead, it's
"Love Stream," "A Soothing Thrill," and "In The Name Of Love"—songs that play light
against darkness, creating audible shadow worlds in the process—that remain fixed in
the brain. Playful presentations like "Fat's Medley," driven numbers like "Shift," and
toothier offerings like "Exploded View," "Hell's Kitchen," and "Bliss" provide welcome
thrills—Manu Codjia's searing guitar work, band newcomer Jean-Michel Pilc's filtering
of his signature wry intelligence through the piano, saxophonist Christophe Monniot's
flights above the fray, tight and pressurized grooves crafted by the co-leaders—but
the more reflective fare outdoes those performances through expressions of the heart
that run incredibly wide and astonishingly...deep. There's that word again,
permanently orbiting this powerful music. You simply can't escape it here.
Track Listing: Love Stream; Hope Street; Fat's Medley; Exploded View; A Soothing
Thrill; Hell's Kitchen; Shift; Bliss; In The Name Of Love.
Personnel: Francois Moutin: acoustic bass; Louis Moutin: drums; Jean-Michel Pilc:
piano; Manu Codjia: guitar; Christophe Monniot: alto saxophone, sopranino
saxophone: Thierry Peals: vocals (1); Axelle Du Rouret: vocals (1).
Year Released: 2016 | Record Label: Blujazz Productions

